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For

the

past

five

years,

Armstrong has hosted the Annual
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No, 18 Pirates Sweep Lander
in Dramatic Fashion
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was to "go a step beyond the

The mission is one of the oldest

typical food and clothing drive,"

missions in the city, and provides

senior psychology major Daniel

assistance to people from all walks

Crafton said.

of life. The OSCM provides meals

48-Hours Homeless event here

This will be Crafton's fifth

for the hungry, a place to stay for

on campus. The event, organized

year participating in "48-Hours

those without shelter, and even

by the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity,

Homeless" as a Pi Kappa. Crafton

offers

was held this past weekend, from

went on to explain that this event

Donations from this event to the

rehabilitation
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services.

March 6-8, and was designed to

brings a well-known problem a

OSCM go directly to h
t e homeless,

raise awareness of the increasing

little closer to home. "It opens

unlike other organizations which

homeless population inSavannah.

students' eyes w hen they pass us

take donations and sell them for a

The event began with members

and seeus camping out here, living

lowered cost.

of the fraternity setting up tents

off of nothing but donations,

"I think the entire event goes

outside of the student union to

much like many other homeless

out to a good cause," Dillon

reside in for the weekend. The

people in Savannah do," he said.

Cover, a freshman biology major

brothers gave up their homes

He hopes that by doing this with

and fellow Pi Kappa, said. "It's

to live in donated tents, wear

his fraternity that it'll go to show

a blast to be out here, it's been

in their mouths, and clothes on

the Campus, the fraternity was

cause as it deserves.Ifeel the event

donated clothes, and only eat

that they're more than just a group

really awesome."

their bodies. How could you not

able to make more of an impact

had a positive impact on not only

food that had been donated to

of young men, and that they care

them. The event coincided with

about their city and its people.

food and clothing drives around

All donations received go to

Chandler Stansell, a second

support that?" This was Stansell's

by making a direct connection

myself but my fellow brothers. It

' year Pi Kappa and biology major,

second year participating in the

with students. "We had upwards

made me realize the struggle that

also agrees with the cause that

event, and he hopes to continue

of 20 people participate this year,"

the homeless have to endure each

being a part of the movement.

Crafton said. "I hope we're able

day to survive."

campus. However,

the Old Savannah City Mission,

the

the principle behind this event

located in downtown Savannah.

blankets on their backs, food

Armstrong's

The Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity bringing awareness to the homeless problem in Savannah by
participating in the annual "48-Hour Homeless" event on campus

event

supports.

"It

puts

By bringing homelessness to

to bring as much awareness to the

This week in

World News

Smothered by Smog
BY R UBY R IZVI
NEWS EDITOR
N EWS.INKWELL@GMAIL.COM

Along with it being the number

Since the Industrial Revolution,
pollution

Dr. Julie Swanstrom gave a lecture about the philosophy behind how we think

On

March

6,

and

Dr.

differences

between

the

air,

water,

that the country is plagued with

to shut it down. Officials from
the Chinese government began

of

pulling down the video from

problem. As time progressed so

recreational

did the problem, with more and

the production of their goods to

more factories, cities, and plants

China.

technology,

apparel,

goods

and

outsource

Chinese websites and restricting
news outlets from discussing it.
"I think it's disturbing that

Although

industries

valuable information about the

Many years later, despite the

bring in revenue and boost the

severity of the issue is being

numerous methods of renewable

economy, they are also major

shielded from them," sophomore

a. contributors to the pollution of

English communications majoi

pollution

is

still

widespread problem, especially in
China.

there being primal cause and

government decided it was time

and streets of cities has been a

energy,

the

sources across China, the Chinese

sold in the world, it's no surprise
pollution. Markets such as those

being built.

Faculty Lecture: The
Theology of Thinking
BY K HAYLA MCCL INTON

of

and began showing up on news

one producer of goods made and

these

China's air.

and

"The fact that these people

communications

directoi

for Go Green Armstrong Emily

Towards the end of February,

have to live their lives pretending

Smith said. "It just goes to show

Chai Jing, a former TV news

that it's actually safe for them to

how good we have it here as far as

presenter, released a documentary

breathe die air over there isn't

our ability to access information

exposing the extent of die recent

fair. Something has to be done.

goes."

Julie

two theologies, explaining that

secondary cause. Darwin explains

smog issue in China. The video

This isn't a humane condition to

Swanstrom led a faculty lecture in

Darwin felt that changes occurs

the natural evolution of species

went

live in." Armstrong freshman Kyle

dissipated on Sunday, however

the Ogeechee Theater.

in response

Swint said.

many are still concerned about not

Swanstrom has degrees in the
areas

of philosophy,

theology,

to

the

pressures

He

attracring the attention of major
news outlets such as CNN and

the

the combination of religion and

ABC news. The video showcased

held

cause.

instantly,

does this almost as if to avoid

argument

secondary

almost

of natural selection, and that
opposing

through

viral

Swint is

a passionate

ronmentalist

and

envi

advocate

at

The

heavy

cloud

of

smog

only the state of the environment
but the health of the Chinese

and history, and is an Assistant

by Aquinas states that change

science. Aquinas on the other

the blanket of hazy air

Professor of Philosophy here at

occurs because there is no other

hand is very religious and includes

blanketed the city of Beijing that

recent

Savannah

"It's going to be hard to target

Armstrong. Her lecture covered

option, which would result in the

religion

Darwin

was so severe, city-dwellers were

regarding the polluting of the

the large companies that have

the topic of the tracing of the

change causing the object to be believes natural selection is a
inferior to its previous form. "Tire form of survival and Aquinas says
presentation was very informative, natural selection is God's will.

walking around with masks on

Ogeechee River by King America

factories and plants in China,

their faces to prevent themselves

Finishing a textile company here

because they are basically the

from inhaling too many toxins.

in Georgia, and how pollution backbone

conceptual shift in how we think
about the causes of things.
The shift of how we think
is

divided

between

philosophers:
Aquinas.
depth

the

Darwin

Swanstrom

about

the

especially if philosophy is your

with

science.

It is understood that Darwin

that

Armstrong.

He

events

discussed
in

the

According to the Population

isn't just some foreign issue to

and

shared

Reference Bureau, China has a

be brushed off. "I think that this

maybe if they start small, like less

after the lecture.

common view on the topic but

population of over 1.3 billion

is not only a China issue, but a

cars, more walking, maybe find

diere is a grey area. This is where

people, accounting for about a

world issue," Swint said.

ways to make more small things

went

in

similarities

Throughoi.. the presentation
Swanstrom

put

emphasis

on

Aquinas

both
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fourth of Asia's total population.

Soon after the video went viral

P u b l i s h e d

Story Not
A c c u r a t e

that follows the lives of multiple

came

Mexico when he was two

U.S., but we all deserve to choose

undocumented

was thirteen years old. "My years old. He attended school
mother came and left everything in Georgia and earned a math

how we live," Diaz said. "I'm

production

students.
showcases

The
the

struggles that young people and
Latin their families face, mainly in
Armstrong s regards to the education system in
Phi

International America.
For the
hosted "Coming Out of the
Armstrong,
Shadows: Undocumented and
Amnesty

second time

at

undocumented

Student
to

Daniela

Rodriguez

the U.S.

when she

she had in Mexico

that his family came to the U.S.

to have an education here in the

from

not going to give up just because

for me,"

scholarship to go to Armstrong.

someone waves a finget in my face

Rodriguez said. While she was

"I never had the courage to tell

and says no, not you."

still learning English, she passed

anyone from

the math and science portions

that

of the

I

was

my high school

After

undocumented,"

student

standardized Criterion- Diaz said. "I knew they thought

Referenced

Competency

Test

out of context.

panel,

An article about the shooting of

Savannah

Charles Smith and The Savannah-

deserve

Undocumented Youth Alliance

Chatham

(CRCT) in middle school, later

to be deported on site and were

informed attendees on the group's

stated that over one hundred job

enrolling in advanced placement

a nuisance."

mission, ways to get involved, and

positions were available and that

Armstrong higher education.
Even though these students
students to educate the student
have
lived in, the state for a
body on current pressing issues
majority
of their young lives and
that affect their lives in the state
of

undocumented

Upon

people

undocumented
of

In a recent article, published by
The Inkwell, information was used

discussion

members

BY L AUREN P URCELL
EDITOR
CHIEF.INKWELL@GMAIL.COM

Unafraid" on March 9. The students shared their stories,
event featured a documentary highlighting one of the many
as well as a discussion panel issues that they face pursuing

high school classes. "My struggle

undocumented

the

electric, they could tackle the
problem from the bottom up."

A & E EDI TOR
ARTS.INKWELL@GMAIL.COM

and

country's

major," freshman Lily Hurd said

BY E MILY SM ITH

Fraternity

the

two

thought provoking documentary

Theta

of

economy," Swint said. "1 think

and

Undocumented Students Tell Their Story
Lambda

people.

meeting

Metropolitan

Police

Armstrong

opened the floor to any questions.

the requirements and physical

is not going to dehumanize me,"

students Rolando Zenteno and

SUYA's purpose is to empower

training for the force were going

she said. "I don't know what

Yair Mutioz as well as discovering

undocumented

to be easier.

students

and

struggles I'm going to go through Savannah Undocumented Youth
tomorrow, but I'm here to make a Alliance, he decided that he didn't

people within the community to
host events such as t his one. The

and

attended high school here, under

difference."

want to sit on the sidelines and

student-led organization goes out

Metropolitan Police it is only 70

a current legislation they still must
screening of The Dream is Now, a pay out of state tuition.

major, keep quiet about his situation.

into the community to tell their

Emmanuel

of Georgia.
The

event

started

with

Sophomore

physics
Diaz,

explained

"Some say we may not have a right

STORY I PAGE 6

However, according to WJCL
The

Savannah-Chatham

positions and that requirements
and physical training would be
more accessible for applicants.

SPORTS
& Wellness
No. 18 Pirates Sweep Lander ]n
Dramatic Fashion
BY CALEB BAI LEY

Junior Corey Kafka's day

STAFF WRITER

ended after
The

team

weekend

gave up

a

off of a wild pitch in the sixth

two-run homer in the sixth

inning that allowed Weston

entered

the

inning.

Lawing to score.

with

the

six strikeouts and four hits

Armstrong

baseball

he

The Bearcats' lone run came

series

Pirates

He

finished

with

The Pirates held on to pull

Pirates

off the victory and give Nagel

their

withstood another home run

his second decision and win

four-game win streak. They

in the seventh while adding

of the season. The Pirates'

did just that with their fourth

on two more runs in the

defensive

series sweep of the season.

eighth to take the first game

what won them the game.

Lander

University

looking

to

Bearcats

extend

for

the

win.

The

"It starts

with a doubleheader March 7

is

certainly

"We practice every day and

10-6.

The Pirates began the series

play

with everybody
each

believing

stretch in the early innings to

Phillips said about keeping

seal the victory in game one.

the team's win streak intact.

defense, and get timely hits.

"Everybody

That's how we play."

goes

other,'

said, "That's just what we do.

and they used an 8-1 scoring

Junior JT Phillips got the

in

just play good defense," Nagel

out

there

We pitch it well, play good

and we have confidence that

On Sunday, it was a late

with the first of his three

we're going to get the job

inning rally that sealed the

RBIs on the day with a single

done."

scoring started for the Pirates

The

in the bottom of the first.

4-3 victory and sweep for the
second

game

saw

Pirates.

The

Pirates

found

Junior Cody Sherlin helped

less runs, but just as much

themselves in a 3-1 hole in the

extend his team's lead in the

excitement as the Pirates and

bottom of the eighth inning

bottom of the second inning

Bearcats went to battle in a

when

war of defense. The Pirates

cracked an RBI double and

used junior Pete Nagel's ten

set up Phillips with runners

strikeouts to slip by with a 2-1

at second and third.
The Bearcats intentionally

when he roped a triple to
right field, scored two runs,
and

was

able

to

advance

home after a throwing error

victory.

senior

RJ

Dennard
The Pirate baseball team high-five during their game

score and pushed the Pirates

had the winning run on first

the day on ESPN.
"It should be a little bit of

Austin

walked Phillips which brought

up 3-2 going into the final

base. That's when sophomore

junior Berry Aldridge to the

half-inning.

right fielder Ryan Patterson

a Confidence booster because

and

recorded an RBI single in the
bottom of the second inning

plate.

Lander has a pretty good ball

brought

made an amazing superman

hard to the third baseman

style game

club,"

home two runs in the third

while Phillips recorded one

and

after

of his own in the bottom of

who stepped on the bag to

on an

the third inning to give their

record the second out, then

error and Lance laced a single

team the definitive lead in

made a costly throwing error

into right field.

the early stages of the game.

which allowed two runs to

Junior

at third base.
Seniors
Zach

Tyler

Lance
fourth

Avera

each

innings

Avera reached

first

Will

Pirate Profile
"Looking back, Armstrong
baseball has been a good fit for
me. I've been able to be close to
home and have family at most
every single game andIhave
had great teammates that will be

R

the 2014 season as a

know lots of guys who play at the
D1 level, and they are amazed at

Team honoree, ranked

the close bond that our entire

second in the PBC in

team has with one another."

batting average, fourth

Those are the words that

in slugging percentage
(.667), and fifth in home

baseman R.J. Dennard spoke

runs and home runs per

when looking back at his time

game.
Dennard is hitting .343

way to winning his 2nd PBC

with one homer and

Championship as a Pirate.

thirteen runs batted in.

The first championship was

He and the Pirates are

earned during his freshman

making some serious

year, Dennard acknowledges

noise both in the PBC

as his favorite moment here at

and on the national scale.
over member of the PBC

awarded second-team All-Peach

Presidential Honor Roll

Belt Conference and ABCA All-

and has been named to

Southeast Region honors. He was

the Armstrong honor roll all four

also named the PBC Freshman of

years of his college career.

the Week three times and ranked

"It is important to always stay

sixth in the PBC in batting

focused on the bigger picture,"
Dennard advised, "Being a
student always comes before being
an athlete. You can only play a
game for so long, eventually you

Player of the Week on April 22nd

have to have a real job andI always

and again earned second-team

kept that bigger goal in my head

All-PBC honors and second-team

when it came to school."

ABCA All-Southeast Region

head

coach Calvain

striking out the leadoff batter

the

Culberson said. "Year in and

then getting the second batter

Armstrong. Patterson's catch

year out they have been one of

with a ground out.

was so remarkable it made the

Two singles later, Lander

<4

f

the

win

for

Sportscenter's top 10 plays of

PIRATES | PAGE 6
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BY KAYLA BERNS

Pirate Softball Trounces
Cougars

BY BER RY ALDR IDGE
SPORTS EDIT OR

SPORTS.INKWELL@GMAIL.COM

The Armstrong State women's
Softball team steamrolled Palm
Beach Atlantic 11-3 at the CSU
Softball Classic in Columbus,
Ga. The win pushes the Pirates'
record to 10-6 on the season.

Dennard is a twice

As a freshman, Dennard was

Pirates. He was named PBC

saving catch to

preserve

So far this season

Soperton, GA native is on his

he started every game for the

in the ninth by

No. 32 , Pirate Baseball

Armstrong baseball senior first

average.
His sophomore and junior years

the door

honors. Dennard ended
PBC All-Tournament

Armstrong so far.

Junior Tyler Graham shut

grounded

J. Dennard

friends for the rest of my life.I

here at Armstrong. The 6'2"

Aldridge

Dennard is set to graduate in

Both teams were quiet
offensively for the first inning but
in the top of the second Pirate
senior Alexis Mercer doubled in
May with a Bachelor's of Science

the left-centerfield gap to score

degree in Chemistry. He has been

juniors Peyton Roth and Sierra

accepted into South University's

Newman, and senior Rachel

someone made a mistake or was

centerfield wall to increase the

having an off game, the next

lead to 11-3.

person was there to pick up the

Trzaska picked up the win

slack to make things happen."

on the mound for the Pirates

Scoring subsided again until the
fifth inning when Roth doubled

earned runs in route to her sixtl

Gladue and freshman Michaela

win of the season.

Hatcher. Two batters later junior
Ashley Sterritt singled in Roth
and Newman. This time, junior

and hitting were on and we are

Jane Trzaska shut down the

hoping to keep this feelings goii

Cougars in the home half of the
inning.

Savannah, where he plans to

Cougars responded with three

start in June and continue to

runs of their own in the bottom

yet though. In the top of the

work towards his aspirations of

half of the inning.
"We really grew as a team and

her fourth RBI of the day and

came through, especially our

Trzaska helped her own cause by

younger girls," Mercer said. "If

launching a 3-run homer over the

breaking career continue as they

Overall a lot of things came
together today. Both our defens

Reynolds. Unfortunately, the

You can witness RJ's record-

strikeouts, four walks, and three

to score sophomore Savannah

school of Pharmacy here in

becoming a Pharmacist.

and finished the day with four

Armstrong wasn't done scoring
seventh inning Mercer picked up

and to keep improving," Trzask;
said.
Freshman Autumn Parrish,
Junior Michele Breen, Roth,
Mercer, and Sterritt all had
multiple hits on the day and Rc
scored three runs.

take on USC Beaufort March 24
at 2 p.m. on the Pirates field.

nRONE
TE
A r £ s

March 14
•

Baseball atTusculum 1 p.m.

•

Softball vsGRU Augusta 1
p.m.

•

Softball vs GRU Augusta 3

•

p.m.
Baseball at Tusculum 4 p.m.

•

Women's Tennis vs Western
New Mexico @ SanDiego,
Calif. 5 p.m.

•

Men's Tennis vs Western
New Mexico @ San Diego,
Calif. 5 p.m.

March 15

March 17
•

•

March 16

•

Men's Golf vsBobcat

Loma @ San Diego, Calif.

Invitational ©Eatonton, Ga

5:30 p.m.
Men's Tennis vs Point Loma

Women's Tennis vs Azusa
Pacific @ San Diego, Calif.
5:30 p.m.

•

Men's Tennis vs Azusa
Pacific @ San Diego, Calif.
5:30 p.m.

•

Women's Tennis vs Point

•

Baseball at GRU Augusta 4
p.m.

5:30 p.m.

•

Softball at Lander4 p.m.

Baseball vs Claflin 2 p.m.

March 22

March 20
•

@ San Diego, Calif. 5:30 p.m.

March 18
•

•

Invitational @Eatonton, Ga

Baseball atTusculum 1 p.m.

•

Men's Tennis vsHawai'i
Pacific @ San Diego, Calif.

•

•

•

Men's Golf vsBobcat

Women's Tennis vs Hawai'i

Softball at USC Aiken lp.m

•

Softball at USC Aiken 3 p.m.

p.m.

March 23

March 21
•.

Baseball at GRU Augusta 1
p.m.

Pacific @ San Diego, Calif.
5:30 p.m.

•

Baseball at GRU Augusta 6

•

Softball at Lander 2 p.m.

•

m

March 24
*

Men's Golf vs. 23rd Annuel
Grubmart Intercollegiate @
Jacksonville, Ala.

*

Baseball vs.USC Beaufort
3 p.m.

March 25

Men's Goltvs. 23rd Annual

Softball vs.Georgia College

Grubmart Intercollegiate @
Jacksonvilla, Ala.

Softball vs.Georgia College

2 p.m.
4 p.m.

SPORTS
& Wellness

r-.iTHE INKWELL
L J March 12,2015

JOCK TALK WITH :

TRAVIS JAUDON

The Professional
Athlete's Unfortunate
Pedestal
Daniel Murphy made headlines
last week while with the New York
Mets at spring training in Port St.
Lucie, Florida.
Tire Mets second baseman
didn't make headlines because
of anything he did on the field.
The commotion was caused by
Murphy's response to a reporter's
question.
Billy Bean (not of Moneyball
fame) is a former big league
baseball player that came out as
openly gay after having retired;
he now works as an ambassador
of inclusion for Major League
Baseball. After Bean visited the
Mets last week, Murphy was
asked if he would accept a gay
teammate. He said"I disagree
with the lifestyle, but that doesn't
mean 1 wouldn't love a teammate
who is gay.... I do disagree with
the fact that Billy is a homosexual.
That doesn't mean 1 can't still
invest in him and get to know
him. 1 don't think the fact
that someone is a homosexual
should completely shut the
door on investing in them in a

Daniel Murphy, a player for the New York Mets, gave an unpopular reponse about homosexuality

FIT

Check out the group exercise programs provided by
Recreation and Wellness at the Recreation Center to
get in sh ape and stay healthy throughout the year.
Tuesday

Monday
8 AM - 8:50 AM - Yoga
9 AM - 9:50 AM - Aerobic
Dance
10 AM - 10:50 AM Modern Dance
11 AM - 11:50 AMAerobic Dance
12P M - 12:30 PM - Abs
12:30 PM - 1 PM Kettlebells
1:30 PM - 2:30 PM Strength & Tone
4 PM - 5 PM - Kickboxing
5:30 PM - 6:30 PM Spinning
6:30 PM - 7:30 PM Kickboxing
7:30 PM - 8:30 PM Interval Sculpt
8:35 PM - 9:30 PM - Power
Yoga
9:30 PM - 10:30 PM Zumba

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

*
•.

•

•

9:30 AM - 10:20 AM Pilates
11 AM - 11:50 AM - Total
Body Blast
12$ M - 12:30 PM - Abs
12:30 PM - 1 PM - H.l.T.
2P M - 3 PM - Yoga
4 PM - 5 PM - Zumba
5 P M- 5 : 3 0 P M - A b s&
Buns
5:30P M - 6:30 PMStrength & Tone
6:30 PM - 7:30 PM - Pilates
7:30 PM - 8:30 PM Ketdebells
8:35 PM - 9:30 PM Spinning
9:30P M - 10:30 PM Zumba

Wednesday
•
•

8 AM -8:50 AM - Yoga
9 AM - 9:50 AM - Aerobic
Dance

10 AM - 10:50 AM Modern Dance
11 AM - 11:50 AM Aerobic Dance
12P M - 12:30 PM - Abs
12:30 PM - 1 PM
-TRX
1:30 PM - 2:30 PM Cardio &. Strength
4 PM - 5 PM - Interval
Sculpt
5:30 PM - 6:30 PM - Core
&BOSU
6:30 PM - 7:30 PM Yogalates
7:30 PM - 8:30 PM Kickboxing
8:35 PM - 9:30 PM - H.l.T.
9:30 PM - 10:30 PM Zumba

Thursday

9:30 AM - 10:20 AM Pilates
11 AM - 11:50 AM - Total
Body Blast
12 PM - 12:30 PM - Tabata

professional aspect."
His response was unpopular
in the media and in LGBT
communities.
I can certainly see why such
comments would offend a
homosexual, although neither
Bean nor myself saw anything
inherently hateful in Murphy's
response. A dissapointing aspect
of the situation was the negative
response the story received from
the media. Daniel Murphy is
merely the latest to find himself
on the illogical and unnecessary
pedestal all of our athletes seem
to tip-toe on.
Professional athletes are given
authority and credibility on every
subject under the sun simply
because they are professional
athletes.
Think about how fans, and
society in general, care about the
political and religious views of
pro athletes. Furthermore, think
about the amount of emphasis
we place on the cleanliness of any
given athletes' personal life.
Society takes the pro athlete,

gives him the ball and bat, then
asks him to explain his views on
evolution and creation as if he 's
Stephen Hawking in a uniform.
These are athletes, yet we put
them on a pedestal by considering
their opinions and beliefs more
valuable than that of the average
person.
Why should we care what
Daniel Murphy thinks about
homosexuality? That's like caring
about what Kanye West thinks of
the 2016 presidential election.
It's high time people started
using their own brains to form
their own opinions rather than
depending on professional
athletes to give us the talking
points on world politics or gay
marriage. People like Daniel
Murphy shouldn't make the
headlines for oUr nation. So
let's stop giving those headlines
undeserved attention. Let's leave
politics to politicians. Let's
leave religion to the scribes. And
please, I beg of you; let's take the
athlete off the pedestal before
they inevitably fall off themselves.

WHY START OVER?

12:30 EM.-..1. PM r.
Spinning &. Abs
2 PM-3 PM-Yoga
4 PM - 4:30 PM - Cardio
Pump
4:30 PM - 5:3.0 PM - Pilates
5:30 PM - 6:30 PM Zumba
6:30 PM - 7:30 PM - Total
Body Sculpt
7:30 PM - 8:30 PM - Boot
Camp
8:35 PM - 9:30 PM - Power
Yoga
9:30 PM - 10:30 PM Zumba

Friday

10 AM - 10:50 AM - Yoga
12 P.M - 12:30 PM - Abs
12:30 PM - 1 PM - Step
Aerobics
4 PM - 5 PM - BOSU
5 PM - 6 PM - Zumba

EXPLORE YOUR TRANSFER
CREDIT OPPORTUNITIES
We believe your education is worth
something. So, if you've earned credits
toward a p rogram but didn't finish, those
credits may qualify to transfer for specific
degree programs.
The process is painless, so speak to us to
see if you are eligible to tr ansfer your
completed credits.

DEGREE OPPORTUNITIES:
Nursing RN to BSN D egree Completion

Healthy Living

Brain food
Eating berries regularly may reduce
your risk of age-related
memory problems.

Personal Trainer

Getting past your plateau
Some ways to achieve a common fitness .goal - being able to do
more sltups. pushups or puliups.

Basic strategy
• Do sasy variations of exercise; progress to harder ones
• Then go back to conventional version to see your improvement

It's

the antioxidants

More si tups

• Antioxidants are chemicals that
counter the cell-damaging effects
of particles called free radicals

"

Do pkrtial situps
at first v

Progress to Mi situps. then add light
weights, then do with k nees bent, thai
with legs lifted

Mure pushups
St.i t whh
eassy
pushups
against
a wall:
or with I
-.anas

• Cell damage may to contribute
to age-related memory loss

en

bench

Source:
Nutritional
Neuroscience,
TNS Photo
Service

SSSOviSi
Start with puliups with a
helper partially lifting yo u
Progress to standard
puliups, then with
hands close together,
then with h ands spread

Source: Body fissutts ftawstetter
GrspHte: Hetec See MpSorraf Psiri Trat>

Progress to pushups with feet:
raised, one-arm pushups or
pushups with a hand clap at top

LEARN MOR E ABOUT THIS OPPORTUNITY AT:
SULearnMore.com/Apply
866.297.1271

Arts &
Entertainment
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Music in
Savannah: A Biq
Small Town
BY ZAC H MACHADO

Being among the more
significant urban centers in
Georgia, Savannah has a
significant measure of night-life
activities. Along with clubbing,
dining, and bar-hopping, livemusic is a mainstay source
of recreation and moon-lit
enjoyment.
When it comes to music, one
thing that separates Savannah
from bigger cities such as Atlanta
or Jacksonville is its lack of
regular large-scale events featuring
established, "big-name" national
acts.
The most notoriously blamed
factor is the infamous city
ordinance which restricts anyone
under the age of 21 from entering
venues that serve alcohol."I
think that the policy of not
allowing people under die age
of 21 to attend certain events is
definitely hurting the scene," local
performer, Jeremy Mercer said.
"Being only 19 myself, I miss out
on many amazing shows that I
would normally pay to see."
This legislation not only hurts
the music scene by limiting the
amount of audience members, but
also has other effects according to
Josh Taft, a local musician who

also tours abroad. "It sucks to get
kicked out of a bar you literally just
played a set at. This city is super
backwards in regards to alcohol,"
Taft said. "It's like one of the two
cities in America where you can
drink on the streets, yet nobody is
down with potentially lowering the
levels of alcohol delinquency in
minors by giving them something
they can do in the city."
Taft believes that prohibiting
minors from being accepted into
bars for live music causes more
problems in the long run. He
explains that it forces them to
find other things to do that could
potentially be more dangerous.
Meanwhile, audience turnout at
shows as well as profits for both
the bars and musicians are slashed.
Although it is not lacking in
smaller venues which serve the
local and regional acts, the city
has a non-existent variety of
locations that are big enough and
cost-effective in the eyes of larger
acts. "Savannah's main problem
with bringing in bigger, better
known bands is the fact that
there is almost no in between for
venues. Its either a bar/restaurant/
basement or the civic center." 20
year old Armstrong student and

avid music appreciator, Richard
McCabe said. Recording artists
can't afford to book a venue as big
as the Civic Center and half fill it.
For the a medium sized venue to
be established, the city would have
to draw from the surrounding
areas within the region and build
a reputation as a place where good
times and loud concerts are held.
Kyle Hodges, a Savannah native
who has been attending shows
in the low-country ever since
his early adolescence, holds that
this is already taking place/The
Savannah scene has developed
good ties with Jacksonville. We
are starting to see some outreach
[between the cities]" Hodges said.
Others seem optimistic as well
about the state of music in our
city. The music community is
slowly gaining speed and will
eventually reach a state which
would warrant moTe attention
from the music industry in the
future. "I think to make Savannah
bring in more "Big Name" acts
we need to prove that there is an
audience here," Taft said. "We're
proving that every time we pack a
venue with a bunch of rowdy kids.
Savannah Artists that come to
Savannah know it's a great spot."
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March 12
Live music with Dirk Quinn
Band at Barrelhouse South
Live music with Randy Cuba at
The Warehouse
Live music Trae Guriey at Jazz'd
TapasBar
Pipe Organ Week concerts
at various locations South of
Fotsyth R>rk 12 p.m.
Tea at Mrs. Davenport's at
Davenport House Museum 5
p.m.
Savannah celebrity comedy
competition
kickoff
at
Churchill's Pub 5:30 p.m.
News & Views' at Fish Tales
Restaurant 6 p.m.
Live music with Secret Stuff and
Culture Vulture at Graveface
Records 7 p.m.
Vinyl Appreciation Night at
FaxyLaxy7 p.m.
St Runt- Tricks Rirty at Club 51
Degrees 9 p.m.

March 13
Greening of the Fountain at
Forsyth Bark Noon
Tea at Mrs. Davenport's at
Davenport House Museum 5
p.m.
Pipe Oigan Week concerts at
Various locations downtown
6:30 p.m.
Collective
Face
Theatre
Ensemble presents Wit' at
Muse Arts Warehouse 8 p.m

March 14
•

•

•
•
•

•

March 17

'Savannah St Patrick's Day
Rugby Tournament at Daffin
Rtrk
Pipe Organ Week concerts
at Various locati ons South of
Forsyth Park Noon
Tybee Island Irish Heritage
Parade at Tybee Island 3 p.m.
St Patrick's Day Firefighter's Ball
at Savannah Station 6 p.m.
2015 Miss and Teen Miss
St Patrick's Day Pageant at
Savannah Country Day School
7 p.m.
Collective
Face
Theatre
Ensemble presents Wit' at
Muse Arts Warehouse 8 p.m.

•
•

•

March 19
•

•

•

•

•

•

Tea at Mrs. Davenport's at
Davenport House Museum
4:15 p.m
Collective
Face
Theatre
Ensemble presents Wit' at
Muse Arts Warehouse 8 p.m

•

City Market St Patrick's Day
Celebration at City Market
Savannah St Patrick's Day
Rugby Tournament a Daffin
Ruk
Shamrock Festival and Oyster
Roast at Skida way Is land State
Ruk 11 am
Collective
Face
Theatre
Ensemble presents Wit' at
Muse Arts Warehouse 3 p.m.

March 21
•

Collective
Face
Theatre
Ensemble presents Wit' at
Muse Arts Warehouse 8 p.m

March 22
•

March 16
•

Tea at Mrs. Davenport's at
Davenport House Museum 5
p.m.

March 20

March 15
•

City Market St Patrick's Day
Celebration at City Market
St Patrick's Day M ass- Feast of
Saint Patrick at Cathedral S t
John the Baptist 8 am
St Patrick's Day Parade at
Downtown Savannah 10:15
am.

'Gianni Schicchi' and *Suor
Angelica' at Lucas Theatre 2
p.m.
Collective
Face
Theatre
Ensemble presents Wit' at
Muse Arts Warehouse 3 p.m.

•

City Market St Patrick's Day
Celebration at City Market1
Jasper Green Ceremony at
Downtown Savannah 4:30 p.m

Jim Avett and Family:
Music to Affect Lives
BY JORDAN B ROAM
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P h o t o b y Emily Smith

Turbo Fruits performs at Trustees Garden as part of S avannah Stopover's opening show

SAVANNAH STOPOVER
CELEBRATES 5TH
ANNIVERSARY

BY E MILY S MITH

If somehow the picking of
a few guitars and hannonies
of Southern gospel find their
way from the North Carolina
mountains, there's a chance the
Avett family is at work.
The name Avett is well-known
thanks to the indie folk music
styling of The Avett Brothers, Seth
and Scott, but they received their
name and musical influence from
their father Jim Avett.
Jim grew up with gospel music in
the church and at the house. His
father was a Methodist preacher
and his mother a concert pianist
turned church organist who
instilled in him the life-molding
values of music and morals.
Jim Avett is a classic man, a
hardworking farmer, and devoted
father. His early life included
more welding than musical
performance in order to take care
of his wife and three children.
Now that his children have more
than made a name for themselves,
he is out to share the joy of folkgospel with the nation.

Since 2008, Jim has released
three albums. "Jim Avett and
Family" is a compilation of tracks
featuring vocal and musical
talents of all of the Avett children
and their father. Jim often sings
gospels with his daughter Bonnie,
including a number of their duets
on his newest albums "Tribes" and
"Second Chance."
His musical interests first
developed on the keys of his
house piano as he was required to
practice at least three times a week
for three years. He ventured into
other branches of the string family,
such as the violin for four years
and later, the guitar.
He received his first guitar at
the age of 13, recognizing the
learning process as a "watch and
do" experience. His brother, six
years Jim's senior, offered, "Boy,
you want me to teach you how to
play that thing?" And so goes the
story of how he learned the first
three strings, impressing "musically
illiterate women" for months until
he realized there was a fourth
string.

Needless to say, Jim eventually
became very well acquainted with
all of the strings on his guitar and
has since discovered his love for
picking. He loves to hear every
single string when he plays, setting
his style apart from today's popular
music.
,
Of his many influences that
include Thomas T. Hall and
Bill Haggard, Jim cites Don
Watcherson as "a moving force
in music". A moving force does
not need to be a nationwide
awakening, but if he can look
into the audience to see one girl
dancing or one man looking up to
the sky, he knows music is at work.
He believes that the sole purpose
for songwriting is writing "to affect
lives." Conversely, he told his sons
that if "no one likes the songs you
write, we'll entertain ourselves on
the porch."
When Seth and Scott Avett
travelled to Tennessee to showcase
their music, the producer fell in
love with their unique sound

AVETT | PAGE 6
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The Savannah Stopover
music festival celebrated its fifth
anniversary March 5-7, featuring
over 100 bands this year. Local
and touring bands alike performed
at various venues downtown,
entertaining people from all over
the country and kick starting the
city's busiest season.
A little rain didn't stop die
opening fifth anniversary. Local
Savannah surf rock band, Wave
Slaves, started the show at Trustees
Garden. Guitarist, Joshua Lindsay,
set the mood by jumping off of
the stage and interacting with
the crowd, encouraging them to
dance.
Nashville hand, Turbo Fruits,
soon followed with a high
energy, rock and roll set. If you're
wondering where this gem of
a band got it's name, you'll

never guess. "I was at a casino in
Scotland and turbo fruits came up
on the slot machine." lead singer
of Turbo Fruits, Jonas Stein said.
Finally, headliner Southern
Culture on the Skids took the
stage drawing the largest crowd
of the night. After the opening
show, various downtown venues
such as Hangfire, The Jinx,
Congress Street Social Club, and
Trinity United Methodist Church
opened their doors to over 100
local and traveling bands where
performances were held non stop
into the night.
Art Rise Savannah teamed up
with Stopover this year to host a
band poster competition. Finalists
were announced and recognized
at The Jepson Center March 7.
Caleb Williamson's poster for .
Tall Tall Trees came in first place,

Alex Wagner's poster for The
Generationals took second place,
and Ryan Howard's poster for
Matthew E. White came in third.
102 artists submitted their band
posters into die competition/This
is the first time that we've
partnered with Stopover and we
got the most entries in the world,"
Executive director of Art Rise
Savannah, Clinton Edminster
said. "The cooperation in past
months between Stopover and Art
Rise is telling of things to come in
Savannah."
Most bands that played
downtown are already on their
way to the South by Southwest
music festival in Austin, Texas, but
their weekend layover in Savannah
made the event a huge success as it
continues to grow each year.
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P h o t o b y Em ily S m i t h

'Family and Friends' performs at Ampersand as part of Savannah Stopover

Arts &
Entertainment
BY EMILY S MITH
A & E ED ITOR
ARTS.INKWELL@GMAIL.COM

New York City's 'Parlour Tricks' .
performed a much anticipated
show at Trinity United Methodist
Church March 7 as part of the
Savannah Stopover music festival.
Their sound has been described
as pretty and gritty, but it is near
impossible to label them with
a specific genre. "We're like a
hybrid. We're having fun and
broadening pur pallet,." singer
Morgane Hollowell said. Choir-like
harmonies mixed with thundering
bass, clean guitar and dance-able
beats explain why Spotify ha
called their sound Vintage pop for
the future. .
Gaining inspiration from
whatever sparks an idea whether
it be books and stories or their
own reality, heartbreak and love,
it is no wonder that Parlour Tricks
has gained such a vast audience.
They have certainly grown since
their start in 2011, having played
major gigs this past year booking
performances at Bonnaroo,
Summerfest, and South By
Southwest.
With their growing popularity,
their sound has also grown.
"Requiem and Lovesongs are both
written on departure into sort of
this branjJ i)ew sound, this sort of
second life, Halfowellsaiu. To

'Parlour Tricks' performs at Trinity United Methodist Church as part of Savannah Stopover

everyone else, it's our renaissance,
our reinvention."
For a large group consisting
of six members, one would
think that communication is
the biggest struggle. But singer,
Dee Dee Goluv says, "We are so
phenomenally good at it. It's not
common, but somehow we're just
lucky in that way."
Hollowell describes die band
as as a family in a sense. "We're
fuch amttlf* Immy rlficfd thinlcWe*

play into those roles," she said.
"Terry is the dad, Dee Dee and
Angelo are kind of like twins that
are a little kookie, and Brian is
like the schmuzer who goes out all
the time and I'm kind of like the
mom."
She further explained that these
roles somewhat translate into
dieir work with everyone bringing
different ideas to the band. It is
refreshin^ty see a group with a
genuine love ror nof only their frtr

Pictured: 'Parlour Tricks' at Savannah Stopover
as individuals but also the love that
they have for one another. "Love
each other. First things first is your
relationship with the band because
it doesn't work without it. You
have to take care of that more than
anydiing else," Guitarist Angelo
Spagnolo said.
"Angelo always brings thus insane
creativity to anything, he'll never
play the same thing twice. You
see him onstage and he's playing
his guitar with a pain tbrush. It's

constantly surprising for us,"
Hollowell said.
This band has also mastered
seeing struggles as mere bumps
in the road and don't seem to
have too many complaints. Goluv
explained that it has taken plenty
of time for them to get where
they are now, but that it wasn't a
struggle and just took patience.
"We had one path that we thought

we were going down and then
that didn't end up. So that's not
a struggle, it's a hurdle," she said.
"That's part of the way you're
going to get anywhere."
Two of the tracks they created
together, "Requiem" and
"Lovesongs", were released as
singles in 2014. They are excited
about their upcoming album that
is to be released June 23, 2015.

Savannah Stopover: 'Penicillin Baby'
Brings Space Trash to Ampersand
hopefully getting better at it,
I've, been listening to other types
of stuff, more guitar based pop
with good structure, trying to
leam from that.
How has your sound changed
since you started?
Jon Conant; I think we started
out being psychedelic because
it was easy to make noise at
shows and call yourself that. As
we're refining it over time it's
becoming a more constructed
type of song rather than just
loose space trash. We definitely
now write more copcise, pop
minded songs as opposed to
our old songs that were more
jammy and loose, instrumental •
breakdowns and noise. Now our
set is down to the minute and
diat happens every time because
the songs are constructed that
way.
'Penicillin Baby' performs at Ampersand as part of Savannah Stopover
MILY S MITH
E ED ITOR
JNKWELL@GMAIL.COM

v did you all meet and
i Penicillin Baby?
IT Conant (Lead singer):
e and Charlie were kind
the only ones around in

e beginning. Over time
• improved our lineup to
d these guys. We moved to
urfreesboro, which is a college
vn outside of Nashville. We
went to school or went to
ows there. So when I moved
Nashville, I just started
king different songs with
nds and Charlie Davis ende
i in my house one nig it.
,ew him but not super well
d he ended up fitting right
So that's when we kind of
rted making this band. A
uple months or a year later,

Taylor Lowrance (guitarist)
liopped on and about a year
and a half ago Wes Mitchell
(drummer) joined. He was in a
lot of bands and then he finally
got free enough to join our
party so now he's widi us. Over
time we slowly got better and
better members so now we're
full force.
You classify your genre as
"space trash." What is that?
Charlie Davis(guitarist): When
we started the hand, I don 't
think we really knew what we
wanted to sound like.
Jon Conant: I think when
we started out we were pretty
psychedelic, we're still kind
of psychedelic I think. But
we're just trying to write better
songs. There are a lot more

influences now. 1 try not to
classify it as being a psychedelic
band because there are so many
bands running with that sound
right now. When I was making
up the space trash term, I was
like it's kind of spacey hut with
trashy low phi recordings in the
beginning. So I put those two
words together.
Have your influences changed
since you started?
Jon Conant: They've been
progressing a little bit. When
I first started writing, I was
really into a lot of psychedelic
stuff. 13th Hoor Elevators were
one of my huge influences
at first and also weird punk
bands like Modern Lovers and
Television were kind of where
it started out. But now as I've
been writing more songs and

Who writes the songs?
Jon Conant: When I first
started this band, 1 had only
written a handful of songs. Now
I've written way more songs. So
if you do anything over and over
again, you'll finally get better
at it. (Private School Kids) was
the first straight up pop song I
ever wrote. Once I wrote that,
I started writing more well
structured songs.
I start them as demos and then
we'll jam on it as a band. I figure
out the structure and overall
chords and then we play with it
and tie it all together, figure out
what's going to work and what's
not going to work. It's a group
effort.
Where did the name Penicillin
Baby come from?
Jon Conant: David Cross had a
sketch show in the 90s called Mr.
Show and there's this one sketch

where an entertainer in the 20s
sings songs about inventions and
he becomes famous. So David
Cross and this guy become rivals
that go on tour together and they
invent something and write a song
about it because the inventions
weren't happening fast enough
at die time and according to the
sketch nobody wanted to hear
about things that weren't invented
yet like the time machine. So
there's this one part where he's
singing "Penicillin Baby loves it,
penicillin baby loves it.." And
for some reason I was singing
that for like two weeks when we
were trying to make up a name
and we all just kept singing
it. I think the sketch is called
Megaphone Cruders or Monster
of Megaphones
Charlie Davis: We were almost
called Megaphone Cruders
Taylor Lowrance (guitarist): We
decided that our name was gonna
come from that skit, somehow
someway.
Jon Conant: We should have
named our band "Thank you!"
Thank you, we're "Thank you!"
But now we have a name that's
really hard to spell. So you get
to use Google to your advantage
trying to find us.
What kind of struggles have
you encountered as a band?
Charlie Davis: Dealing with me.
Jon Conant: I think the hardest
thing about living in a town like
Nashville is just finding people
who are committed to what you're
doing and stick with it as opposed
to somebody who just plays and
also plays in seven other bands.
I think die biggest struggle is
finding the core gtoup of people,
these guys, who are willing to be
poor, go on the road, not have
any money, and just play music
because it's fun.

What land of experiences
have you had with this band
that you would have never
expected?
Jon Conant: Somehow we end up
on a lot of rooftops. If I drought I
was going to be in a band, I never
thought I'd spend this much time
on roof tops and tall buildings.
We did it in New York, we did
it last night in Athens, we always
end up on a roof top . I'll find the
roof tonight. I didn't expect that
to be a part of my music career,
my expertise of getting on roofs of
buildings.
What current projects are you
working on?
Jon Conant: We just had a single
come out Monday allied "Stick it
Out". That's from the first song
on our record that's in the works
right now and hopefully coming
out soon. This will be our first full
length record. We've done a lot of
Eps and singles in the past. I think
this collection of songs is really
strong. This is the first rime that
we've had a collection of songs that
should be a record so they're in the
works right now, they're recorded,
they're just floating around waiting
to come out.
What kind of advice do you
have for bands who either
want to play at Stopover in the
future or want to go on tour?
Jon Conant: Stay busy as much as
possible, don't just play shows in
your hometown. Especially in the
Southeast there are cities that are
only two or three hours away. And
you're not really doing yourself
any good if you play at the coolest
club in your town twice a month.
That's not really helping you in
the bigger picture. So I think if
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they split into two because
Aquinas sees origin from a
religious perspective and Darwin
is viewing origin from a strictly
scientific standpoint. "1 learned
that everything we have learned
so far is just the surface of what
we have left to learn," freshman
criminal justice major Kityara
James commented.
The theater was filled with
not only numerous students, but
other members of the faculty too,
such as Dr. Winterhalter, who
said that she attends every lecture
she can to support the intellect of
the staff. "All faculty lectures are
important and the professors of
the university deserve to know
that their work is important
and that they are appreciated,"
Winterhalter said.
Dr. Julie Swanstrom's lecture
was the fourth of the semester.
She executed her presentation
well, setting the bar higher for
later lectures to come. "I hope
more students will come to the
faculty lectures and support their
schools teachers," Swanstrom
said.

Story
FROM PAGE 2
stories to anyone that will listen.
"We want people to care and get
involved," junior biology major
Yair Munoz said. "Let me know
your struggles, I care as well.
That's what community is all
about."
SUYA recently lobbied at
the state capitol in favor of in
state tuition for undocumented
students. Members stressed the
importance of staying informed
on current issues that involve

students all throughout Georgia.
Contacting local representatives
and sharing information with
friends are small yet crucial steps
toward raising discussioias and
deciding what is best for our
nation.

Savannah Stopover Music Festival
Check out the full gallery on our website: Theinkwellonline.com
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the perennial teams that are
at the top of the Peach Belt
and looking to go to regional
and past that. So, being able
to come out and figure out a
way to beat those guys twice is
a good boost for us."
With
the
sweep,
the
eighteenth ranked
Pirates
moved to 16-3 and 9-2 in the
Peach Belt Conference. They
will play a non-conference
series with Tusculum starting
with a doubleheader
on
March 14.

Avett

FROM PAGE 4

but told them that no one sells
that kind of music these days.
According to the producer, they
were reminiscent the Louvin
Brothers and the Everly brothers.
Jim takes pride in this fact because
"the Louvins taught the Everlys
and the Everlys taught the Beetles
and the Beetles taught the world."
Well, who taught the Avetts? Jim
Avett.
Jim will be performing at the
Sentient Bean March 13.
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Poster by C aleb Williamson

Caleb Williamson's submission for 'Tall Tall Trees' took
first place in Art Rise Savannah's Stopover band poster
competition.

March
• Tuesday 17
St Patrick's Day Parade,
Volunteers arrive to
campus at 9 a.m.

Space

April

FROM PAGE 5

1

you're a band who really wants to
tour and get on the road and play
at festivals like this do it nonstop.
Make connections, be everybody's
friend so everywhere you go you
have friends. Have fun all the time.
Get drunk a lot, have fun, and live
the dream.

I'll be in
Downtown
Savannah,
and
attending
the St.
Patrick's

Alex Wagner's poster for 'Generationals' won second
place in Art Rise Savannah's band poster competition.

Spring 2015 Student
Life Events

Ryan Howard's poster for Matthew E. White
took third place in Art Rise Savannah's band
poster competition.

Campus Voices:

Ashley Burton
Sophomore
Rehabilitation
Science

Photographs by Elizabeth Rhaney
Photo Editor

• Spring Fling
• Monday 6
Cookout Kick off, Compass
Point Plaza 12 p.m.
• Tuesday 7
Open Mic Night Student
Union Ballroom 8 p.m.

May
• Friday 1
Outdoor Cinema

What are your plans for Spring Break?
Photos b y Elizabeth Rhaney

<4 I'm going

camping in
Florida. 99

Lavanya Bollam
Graduate
Public Health

Michael Loomis
Junior
International
Relations

Day

parade. **
I'm going
to stay in
town. w

Derek LarteyYoung
Sophomore
Computer Science

• Wednesday 8
GSA Prom, Student Union
Ballroom 7 p.m.
• Friday 17
Big Show, Sports Arena 8
p.m.
• Saturday 25
Shipwrecked, Tybee Island

Gayla Herbert
Freshman
Business
Economics

Contact Us!

I am going to
be working
the entire
break, and
hopefully go
to the beach
a couple of
times. w

MCC 202

I'm going to
be working,
but I also
plan on
going to
Panama City
Beach. w

C4 I am
going to
Mississippi
to spend
time with
my best
Wairimu Muriuki
friend.99
Senior
Psychology

912.344.3252

Lauren Purcell

Emily Smith

Ruby Rizvi

Berry Aldridge

Interested in advertising?

Editor-in-Chief
Chief.inkwell@gmail.com

Arts Editor
Arts.inkwell@gmail.com

News Editor
News.inkwell@gmail.com

Sports Editor
Sports.inkwell@gmail.com

Jordan Broam

Elizabeth Rhaney
Photo Editor

Jess Brannen
Web Editor

Photo.inkwell@gmail.com

Web.inkwell@gmail.com

OPEN POSITION
Layout Editor
If in terested, email Lauren

Business/Advertising Manager

Purcell

Robert Tucker
Copy Editor

Manager.inkwell@gmail.com

Copy.inkwell@gmail.com

Advertising.inkwell@gmail.com

